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TeleOSS is an award winning TeleOSS is an award winning SMS gateway software solutionSMS gateway software solution and VAS and VAS
solution provider in the globe. With more than a decade year ofsolution provider in the globe. With more than a decade year of
experience in solution designing and developing, TeleOSS solutions areexperience in solution designing and developing, TeleOSS solutions are
deployed in more than 60 countries including UK, US, Australia, Africa,deployed in more than 60 countries including UK, US, Australia, Africa,
India and Singapore. TeleOSS offers a complete set of solution platformIndia and Singapore. TeleOSS offers a complete set of solution platform
with a focus on bulk SMS industry.with a focus on bulk SMS industry.

by choosing SMS Wholesale model, international service providers andby choosing SMS Wholesale model, international service providers and
telecom operators can expand their business network across differenttelecom operators can expand their business network across different
countries without several bi-lateral agreements. The complexity andcountries without several bi-lateral agreements. The complexity and
cost of SMS interworking across different countries is significantlycost of SMS interworking across different countries is significantly
reduced with the help of SMS wholesale solutions. Customers fromreduced with the help of SMS wholesale solutions. Customers from
multiple countries can send and receive SMS without any challenge ifmultiple countries can send and receive SMS without any challenge if
the SMS wholesale solution is placed in the operator network.the SMS wholesale solution is placed in the operator network.
Moreover, the billing, invoicing and financial transactions are alsoMoreover, the billing, invoicing and financial transactions are also
managed automatically by the system as per your business model.managed automatically by the system as per your business model.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/cloud-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/cloud-
based-bulk-sms-platform-teleoss-8402based-bulk-sms-platform-teleoss-8402
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